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OPPORTUNITY ZONES: BIDEN-HARRIS ADMINISTRATION
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OPPORTUNITY ZONES: COUNCIL OF DEVELOPMENT FINANCE AGENCIES
Reforming Opportunity Zones: Invest in Our Communities 
(Top Priority)

• Create a fund that allocates flexible capital to states to help them build capacity 
and support local economic activity in zones that are not automatically 
generating investor interest.

• Continue to support Opportunity Zone policy at the highest levels of the 
administration and strengthen the federal delivery system of support to zones. 
Providing clear and consistent support to zones through a coordinated federal 
approach across agencies will help communities be able to identify all of the 
resources that are needed to attract investment. 

• Evaluate the extension of investor deadlines to allow a larger and more diverse 
pool of investors to receive the full value of their OZ investment. 

• Evaluate the need for additional investor reporting requirements to help state 
and local governments better understand where investment is flowing and 
analyze when transfer of OZ assets could occur in the future. 

• Evaluate how 2020 census numbers change the demographic and economic data 
of zones and whether states should be given the opportunity to select new 
qualified zones.
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Private Qualified Opportunity Fund 
Investments

Private QOF Investments

Private Investments
Philanthropic, private industry and 

non-profits investing in Opportunity Zones

Public Investments
Public investments from the Federal, 

state and local government in 
Opportunity Zones 

8,764 OZ CENSUS 
TRACTS

WHITE HOUSE OPPORTUNITY AND REVITALIZATION COUNCIL: BEST PRACTICES REPORT

OPPORTUNITY ZONES ECOSYSTEM
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Private Qualified Opportunity Fund Investments
Private QOF Investments Public Investments

Federal Grants with Opportunity Zone Benefits

WHITE HOUSE OPPORTUNITY AND REVITALIZATION COUNCIL: BEST PRACTICES REPORT

OPPORTUNITY ZONES ECOSYSTEM

$75 Billion through 2019 Over $30 Billion through 5/2021+

Over $105 Billion 



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION V
• Bloomington, Indiana: Real-estate developers Birge & Held have broken ground for Urban Station Phase II, a 66-unit 

multifamily development with 12,200 sq. ft. of ground-level retail space, three floors of apartment space and parking located 
in an Opportunity Zone in downtown Bloomington.

• Brookville, Indiana: The local investors behind the nearby Valley Flats development also used Opportunity Zone financing to 
acquire and rehabilitate the aging local newspaper, Whitewater Publications, to ensure it could continue servicing the local 
community for another generation.

• Evansville, Indiana: The Forge on Main, an OZ project in Evansville, IN, will bring 180 new market-rate and workforce 
apartments as well as almost 16,000 square feet of commercial space to the Jacobsville neighborhood of Evansville. The 
neighborhood lacks adequate housing options and the affordable homes will help address the housing gap in the local 
market. The program utilized foundation, public, and private financing alongside the OZ incentive.

• Gary, Indiana: East Chicago Gateway Partners will redevelop a former hazardous waste site located within an Opportunity 
Zone into a logistics and distribution hub including a 1.2M sq. ft. warehouse.

• Indianapolis, Indiana: The Wesmont, a workforce housing development that will repurpose an old industrial site on the 
northside of Indianapolis, will utilize $4.6 million in Opportunity Zones financing and $460,000 in Indiana Industrial Recovery 
Tax Credits in order to begin construction. The mixed-use project includes 188 apartments.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION V
• Chicago, Illinois: RBH Group will undertake the development of a 116 unit, 103,000 sq. ft. mixed-use "teacher's village" in a 

historic school, along with 14,000 sq. ft. of retail, all located within an Opportunity Zone. 25% of the units would be 
affordable and a further 35% below market geared towards educators.

• Chicago, Illinois: PNC Bank is investing OZ equity alongside the Chicago Housing Authority, Sinai Health System, Habitat and 
others into Ogden Commons, a West Side mixed-use development with public green space in which approximately 80 
percent of residential units will be affordable and 50 percent reserved for people on public housing waiting lists.

• Chicago, Illinois: Verte Opportunity Zone Fund (Verte OZ) became Solve’s newest investor in April 2020. Solve is a technology 
company that connects underrepresented job seekers with vocational barriers to a broad network of employment 
opportunities and resources, including training programs, employers, career pathways, and support services.

• Chicago, Illinois: A Brite Energy Innovators portfolio company – Warren-based Intwine Connect – received funding through 
the Opportunity Zone program. Intwine Connect, an Internet of Things hardware and software solutions provider, used the 
funds to increase staff and operations.

• Chicago, Illinois / Solar Chicago Fund: 548 Capital will raise $100M for its Solar Chicago Fund to rehabilitate and retrofit 
thousands of affordable housing units in Opportunity Zones in Chicago.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION V
• Detroit, Michigan: The $108M development on the 5.2 acre site of the demolished former Wayne State University pharmacy 

school building, Lafayette West, is expected to bring 374 apartments and condos (20% affordable) to the neighborhood in a 
series of buildings. The developer actively consults with a neighborhood advisory council.

• Detroit, Michigan: The historic vacant Barbara building will be substantially improved and rehabilitated into a multi-family 
property in Southwest Detroit. The improvements will be performed by several local companies, and the finished product will 
be affordably priced. Muskegon, Michigan: Mulder Western LLC will redevelop the former Muskegon Hotel into a modern 4-
story residential and commercial building in downtown Muskegon. The developer noted that the development would not be 
happening if not for the OZ designation.

• Detroit, Michigan: Detroit-based The Platform is spearheading the redevelopment of a vacant nine-story building, Chroma 
Building, into a mixed-use, $16M property featuring an incubator for food entrepreneurs and a food hall in historic 
Milwaukee Junction.

• Detroit, Michigan: The Corner is a new Corktown development on part of the site of the old Tigers stadium that will include 
condos, apartments, and subsidized commercial space for Detroit-based businesses.

• Kalamazoo, Michigan: Harrison Circle is a mixed-income multi-family development led by NoMi Developers and PS Equities. 
The project aims to transform an aging industrial area known as the Rivers Edge District into a residential, cultural and 
commercial center of activity, focusing on business development and job creation, in addition to housing. The development is 
made possible in part by an OZ investment by the National Equity Fund and Fifth Third Bank. More than 80 percent of units 
will be income-restricted.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION V
• Albert Lea, Minnesota: A new Veterans Affairs Outpatient Clinic will be built in Albert Lea, MN thanks to an OZ investment by 

18 Squared GP and CapZone Impact Investments. The new clinic will provide a variety of healthcare services for area 
veterans, including mental and telehealth services.

• Columbia Heights, Minnesota: CliftonLarson Allen Wealth Advisors LLC has secured $23 million in Opportunity Zone funding 
for a mixed-use development project in Columbia Heights, a suburb of Minneapolis. The project will include 265 market-rate 
apartments, and 20,650 square feet of office space that will serve as the location for a new city hall.

• Duluth, Minnesota: Titanium Partners, Landmark Development, and Gerald Fogelson are developing a $75M project, The 
Lakeview, that will add 204 market-rate apartments and 19,000 sq. ft. of retail space in a 15-story building in downtown 
Duluth.

• Minneapolis, Minnesota: Utilizing OZ funds, Bessemer Apartments LLC, in a partnership with Schafer Richardson, Seward 
Redesign and Noor Cos., is developing a new 128-unit, transit-oriented community, The Bessemer at Seward Commons, 
which will be among one of the first projects to rise in one of the city’s designated OZs. The building is part of the Seward
Commons redevelopment area, which will encompass 260 rental units across four properties, and also feature a 33,000-
square-foot business incubator that serves small local firms.

• Minneapolis, Minnesota: Developer Mike Brady anticipates building the Brooklyn Center using Opportunity Zone capital; the 
project is a mixed-use building that will target local immigrant-owned startups and serve as a business incubator.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION V
• Akron, Ohio: A Brite Energy Innovators portfolio company – GeneratorWorks in Akron – received funding through the 

Opportunity Zone program. GeneratorWorks, which develops health-care support applications, distributed the funds among 
its companies in varying capacities, generally to expand software deployment.

• Cincinnati, Ohio: Willkommen is a $51 million infill development project that will include 163 residential units across four 
brand new buildings and 16 revitalized historic buildings. The project is a collaboration between the Cincinnati Center City 
Development Corporation (3CDC), the city of Cincinnati, and Model Development Corp. It combines OZ financing with NMTC, 
LIHTC, state and federal historic tax credits, and city programs. 42% of the apartment units will be affordable.

• Cleveland, Ohio: Sustainable Community Associates development group plans to build The Tappan, a four-story, 95 unit 
apartment building with a first-floor bakery, in an Opportunity Zone.

• Cleveland, Ohio: NYC-based real estate investment/development firm Somera Road plans to convert a four-story building 
near downtown into a creative office space.

• Cleveland, Ohio: The old Ohio City Masonic Center will see a $2.4M renovation and redevelopment into 17,000 sq. ft. of rock 
climbing gym, space for yoga studios, and tech nonprofit workspace.

• Cleveland, Ohio: Investing directly in the social determinants of health, Cleveland-based MetroHealth will invest $60m in 250 
workforce apartment units near the hospital's main campus, located in an Opportunity Zone. The buildings will include 
ground-level retail and a job training center.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION V
• Janesville, Wisconsin: SHINE Medical Technologies, a growing Wisconsin-based medical isotope company, will move to an 

Opportunity Zone in downtown Janesville.

• Stevens Point, Wisconsin: North Side Yard is a mixed-use development in Stevens Point, a small community in northern 
Wisconsin. The project will be erected on the former brownfield site of a furniture factory that closed in the 1970s, which the 
city remediated in the hope of drawing private capital to revitalize downtown. The timber-based construction will include 
startup and maker spaces, community gathering points, and a dense mix of housing integrated into the community.

• Milwaukee, Wisconsin: The $30M redevelopment of the Eagle Knitting Mills building will have a shared community facility 
and training room for workforce development and education for STEM fields and trades, as well as commercial space for 
minority-focused businesses and at least 25,000 sq. ft. of incubator space for tenants focusing on educating and developing 
minority and low-income members of the community." The project is utilizing NMTC and PACE financing as well as 
Opportunity Zone funding.

• Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Microbrewery Good City Brewing will become the first tenant in a major city-sponsored 
redevelopment effort of the Century City business park, a former brownfield area in an Opportunity Zone.

• Milwaukee, Wisconsin: American Family Insurance will rehabilitate a former printing and hosiery factory, the Mandel Printing 
Building, north of downtown Milwaukee that has stood vacant for over a decade, converting it into the company's 
headquarters.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION VII
• Davenport, Iowa: This mixed-use in-fill development, Urbane 210,  will bring desirable workforce housing options to this mid-

sized city's recovering downtown.

• Des Moines, Iowa: Drake University announced plans to sell land adjacent to its Des Moines campus, portions of which are 
designated Opportunity Zones. The proposed development, valued at more than $63M has plans to develop apartments, 
townhomes, commercial space, and a parking garage.

• Dubuque, Iowa: Port of Dubuque is a mixed-use development project that adheres to smart growth principles. Its historic 
brick facade integrates history into this key component of the city's long-term master plan to drive greater utilization of the 
port district and revitalize downtown through residential density. The project will include a mix of housing options.

• Mason City, Iowa: A local developer aims to contribute to Mason City's River City Renaissance Project by converting a city-
owned riverfront parking lot into workforce housing. The parking lot, currently serving as Southbridge Mall's overflow lot, will
be redeveloped into a living complex composed of 115 apartments and 20 townhomes, amplifying the city's renaissance 
initiatives.

• Sioux City, Iowa: Urbane 1220 is a mixed-use in-fill development will transform a vacant lot on the periphery of downtown 
into 56 residential rental units housing and roughly 6,600 SF of commercial space.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION VII
• Omaha, Nebraska: The Harvest Returns Sustainable Agriculture Opportunity Zone Fund has invested in Gather Omaha, a 

vertical farm and restaurant that will produce locally sustainable food year-round using a vertical hydroponic farming system, 
a process which uses fewer resources than traditional farming practices. In addition to use within their restaurant, the 
produce will be sold to local schools, hospitals, grocery stores, and farmers markets.

• Omaha, Nebraska: The Pearl Fund, an OZ venture capital fund, led a $400,000 investment in driverDOC, a company looking to 
revolutionize the logistics supply chain in the trucking industry. driverDOC looks to serve the 97% of trucking companies with 
fleet sizes of 20 or less and provides real-time ETA, location visibility, digital documents and other critical data.

• Ralston, Nebraska: The Old Ralston Granary is a $14 million joint venture between the City of Ralston and I See It Ventures in 
Ralston, Nebraska. Ralston's OZ designation was critical in the granary project, with the I See It Ventures representative 
stating directly that he would not have invested in Ralston without it and was able to invest 27 percent more with it. The 
project will see the initial site redeveloped into new housing and business facilities and will also include $2 million for a new 
business accelerator that will provide companies with capital investment, guidance, and support.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: HUD REGION VII
• Wichita, Kansas: This $1.3 million adaptive re-use, FireWorx, will convert an historic old fire station in downtown Wichita into 

a co-working space for startups and small businesses.

• Cape Girardeau, Missouri: CORI Innovation Fund (CIF) invested in Sho.AI Inc. (Sho), a provider of AI-enabled software 
solutions for brand creation and management. CIF is a Qualified Opportunity Fund that invests in high-growth technology 
companies supporting job creation and revenue generation in small towns across America. Sho is based in Cape Girardeau, 
MO, a community that is part of the Center on Rural Innovation’s Rural Innovation Initiative. Sho is expanding to new offices 
in an area of Cape Girardeau designated as an Opportunity Zone.

• Kansas City, Missouri: Kansas City-based Opportunity Zone development firm NeighborBuilt is striving to revitalize a blighted 
quadrant of Kansas City with owner-occupied housing, targeting a demographic that cares about sustainability, technology, 
and community.

• Springfield, Missouri: A Los Angeles-based development firm plans to build a $50M five-story, 194-unit apartment complex, 
505 STL, on 1.8 acres off of downtown Springfield's St. Louis Street, in a project that would repurpose vacant land home to a
dilapidated former hotel. The city eventually expects a $3.9m annual revenue boost based on the increased assessment.

• St. Louis, Missouri: The 15-acre City Foundry development is set to open in the spring of 2020 and create 800 jobs. With a 
total project cost of $225M and $50M in Opportunity Zone funding, it will transform an unused industrial location in 
Midtown St. Louis into a mixed-use development featuring local tenants in a food hall, offices, grocery, entertainment, dining, 
theatre, and space for nonprofit entities.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: EQUITY
• Mosaic is a minority-led real estate developer committed to 

sustainable development that creates positive change, and 
engages women and minority owned businesses during 
construction, leasing and operations.

• Sharswood Ridge is a 200,000 square foot mixed-use 
development located in a severely distressed USDA-designated 
Food Desert adjacent to the Philadelphia Housing Authority 
headquarters. Twenty of the 98 mixed-income apartments 
will be reserved for extremely low-income residents through 
Project-Based Vouchers issued by the Housing Authority. 
Mosaic has secured and is targeting commercial tenants that 
meet the needs of OZ residents, including a grocery store, 
urgent care provider, bank branch, and restaurant.

• Mosaic worked with crowdfunding platform Small Change to 
establish a side-car fund for local residents interested in 
making small dollar equity investments in the projects. While 
these investments are not eligible for the OZ benefit, it offers 
an opportunity for residents to earn a return as the asset 
appreciate



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: EQUITY

• The Phoenix Community is a mixed-use project with housing 
and supportive services offered to formerly incarcerated 
individuals in an effort to reduce recidivism. 

• The first floor will be dedicated office space for Nothing Into 
Something Real Estate, Inc (NISRE), a faith-based nonprofit 
organization that partnered with OZDG to develop The 
Phoenix Community. The remainder of the building is a 50-bed 
residence that provides an affordable place to live following 
incarceration.

• NISRE has a contract with the State of Ohio to operate 
restorative, supportive housing programs such as this and 
will lease the property for 15 years at a predetermined rate. 
Once OZDG exits the investment in year-10, NISRE has first 
right of refusal to purchase the property.

• Include CDFI loan and QOF investment.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: EQUITY
• An Opportunity Zone FUSE Fellow worked with the local 

government to elevate this project as an eligible OZ investment. 
After being passed over by other equity investors, RevOZ Capital 
(RevOZ) was attracted to the opportunity to invest OZ capital and 
create a positive impact for the community.

• RevOZ partnered with a local developer to finance and deliver a new 
office building, which San Bernardino County pre-leased for 15 
years. The County’s Juvenile Justice Program (JJP) will relocate to the 
building once it is complete in 2021, and the additional space will 
allow the JJP to add up to ten staff members to their team.

• Through this public-private partnership, the County was able to 
defer upfront capital expenditures for a new office building. 

• In 2021, RevOZ launched a Social Impact Initiative to deploy 
additional OZ capital alongside local partners and fully integrate 
social impact and measurement into its investment strategy.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: EQUITY
• Historic Anacostia is one of the city’s oldest and most culturally significant 

neighborhoods, and is colloquially referred to as a community “East of the 
River” due to its location east of the Anacostia River. 

• The vision for MLK Gateway was crafted through years of engagement with 
dozens of community groups. The city of Washington, D.C. leveraged its own 
property through a ground lease and supported project financing to help 
make the vision a reality.

• Project sponsors, the Menkiti Group and Enlightened, are deeply 
committed to the community and will deploy their expertise to provide an 
on-site real estate academy and incubator space for minority-owned tech 
startups. 

• Enlightened will also relocate its 150-employee firm from the city’s central 
business district to anchor MLK Gateway’s office space. This is the first time 
in more than 40 years a large company will move East of the River.

• Includes: pre-development, credit enhancement and equity from LISC; 
DMPED Neighborhood Prosperity Fund grant; New Market Tax Credits and 
QOF investment. 



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: EQUITY

Here’s Regal Mile Studio’s presentation deck on the “unique and sensitive development opportunity for the 
area”: “ID8 Ventures presents a vertically integrated business model which maximizes the Opportunity Zone 
benefits by incorporating both a Qualified Opportunity Zone Business with an established independent film and 
television production company… ID8 Ventures has been established by the true believers in the 
transformational power of the entertainment industry and socially responsible investment. The goal of ID8 is to 
develop and manage sustainable communities for the greater tomorrow.”

https://www.regalmilestudios.com/about


OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH
The Fund was formed to improve the quality of care and reduce 
unnecessary health care expenditures for our most vulnerable 
patients through advanced technology, locally-curated social services 
providers, and innovative financing to address Social Determinants of 
Health (SDOH). They provide the human, financial, and technical 
connections to help people achieve their highest level of health and 
independence by making it easier to seek and use social 
support. Nightingale is accelerating the health care industry’s ability to 
deploy SDOH benefits through a curated network of specialized 
vendors, and by leveraging the innovative financing mechanisms of 
Opportunity Zones, to catalyze a new marketplace of social service 
providers.

• Address Social Determinants of Health
• Invest in the Underserved
• Build a Marketplace
• Advance Technology

Invested in Edenbridge Health, an eldercare company with mission of 
allowing frail seniors in underserved communities to lead, connected, 
meaningful lives in-home and community-based settings. 

Invested in Sonavi Labs, an AI Software and auscultation medical 
devices platform that is affordable, user-friendly, and accessible for all 
levels of education and socio-economic status. 



OPPORTUNITY ZONES: CLIMATE CHANGE AND SUSTAINABILITY

“The primary focus of our developments are in Opportunity Zones,” says 
Majesty. 

“The goal is to be profitable, energy-efficient, and solve a global crisis; we 
have a new and exciting way to advance the real estate industry like no other 
company.” 

EGH and its products are actively aligned with the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: FREE SOLAR FOR NON-PROFITS
Norfolk Solar, LLC started from the Norfolk Solar Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund —
which successfully launched in January 2019. Through a private family investment, 
nearly $750,000 was invested in solar projects within opportunity zones, throughout 
Hampton Roads. The success of the project led the founder Ruth McElroy Amundsen, 
and fund manager Alden Cleanthes, to create Norfolk Solar, LLC. With this we are 
continuing to bring investors to the solar markets in Virginia. Through our pre-
qualification process, we have identified over $100 million in possible solar projects 
just in Hampton Roads! Some of our dream projects would be Norfolk State University, 
Old Dominion University, Virginia Beach Convention Center and many local businesses, 
community centers, and churches.

Norfolk Solar gives businesses and non-profits within qualified Opportunity Zones the 
ability to receive free solar installation. They believe that low-income communities 
and communities of color bear a disproportionately larger utility bill than wealthier 
families. And this study shows how communities of color disproportionately miss 
out on the benefits of rooftop solar. To help solve this, they created and deployed the 
Norfolk Solar Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund; and are continuing this work through 
Norfolk Solar, LLC. 

They help investors locate, identify, vet and deploy solar on businesses and non-
profits within qualified Opportunity Zones across the state of Virginia. Any business 
or non-profit within the designated Qualified Opportunity Zones (see map) is eligible 
to apply for free solar with them

• Over 1100 solar panels installed
• Over 390 kW of solar installed in QOZs
• Over 500 MWh annual new solar energy production 
• Over 350 metric tons of CO2 emission avoided annually

https://www.citylab.com/environment/2019/01/solar-panel-pv-black-hispanic-environmental-justice-equality/581506/
http://vedp.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=bf7c530d8e0240c6a911a4b40fb0a357


OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: SUSTAINABILITY / DISASTER RECOVERY
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESSES
PROZ seeks to acquire and develop a diversified 
portfolio of impact-investment opportunities and 
game-changing projects focusing on sustainable 
businesses that will provide attractive risk adjusted 
returns while helping develop communities and the 
Puerto Rico economy.

RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES
PROZ also seeks to invest in Puerto Rico’s renewable 
energy resources. Which will benefit residents and 
businesses with lower electricity prices, as clean 
renewable energy helps the environment, by allowing 
the retirement of oil plants that do not meet EPA 
standards.

Sustainable Business: C-Combinator PR
Seaweed Biorefinery Sargassum can have a detrimental 
effect when too much is present.

Renewable Energy: Solar Solutions
Solar Energy & Battery Storage



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: GREEN ECONOMY / ENERGY RESILIENCY

Greenwave Opportunity Fund launched a 
$250 million fund to invest in and develop 
clean energy projects that improve energy 
resiliency through real estate and water 
applications.

Greenwave focuses on innovative clean 
energy products and services with a proven 
business model in sectors with substantial 
opportunities.

Greenwave Opportunity Zone Fund creates 
jobs, provides diverse income streams, 
lowers energy costs, improves energy 
independence, introduces stable energy 
prices, promotes and delivers avoidance of 
climate impacts and creates an avoidance of 
energy interruptions that plague today’s 
energy systems.



Federal Agency Opportunity Zone Alignment
As of June 9, 2021

20 Federal Agencies have aligned 418 grants or 
programs to Opportunity Zones

• Total of 364 Unique Grants: 58 Grants Currently Open 

• Total of 54 Programs

• To date 511 Grants Released with Opportunity Zone 
Benefits

• Grants offer Bonus Points and/or Priority Consideration

OPPORTUNITY ZONE FEDERAL GRANT AND PROGRAM ALIGNMENT



OPPORTUNITY ZONES FEDERAL GRANTS BENEFITS

30Weekly Open OZ Federal Grants Report (Above Image)
Weekly Open Federal Grants Report (Not Illustrated)



OZ FEDERAL GRANT ALIGNMENT: HUD

31

HUD GRANTS WITH OPPORTUNITY ZONE PREFERENCE

Authority to Accept Unsolicited Proposals for Research Partnerships Notice
Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant Program
Choice Neighborhoods Planning Grants
Community Development Block Grant Mitigation Grantees
Community Development Block Grant Program for Indian Tribes and Alaska Native Villages
Comprehensive Housing Counseling Grant Program
Comprehensive Housing Counseling Grant Program / Supplemental
Education and Outreach Initiative (EOI) – Tester Training
Fair Housing Initiatives Program – Education and Outreach
Fair Housing Initiatives Program – Education and Outreach Initiative (COVID-19)
Fair Housing Initiatives Program – Fair Housing Organization Initiative 
Fair Housing Initiatives Program – Private Enforcement Initiative
Healthy Homes and Weatherization Cooperative Demonstration
Healthy Homes Production Grant Program for Tribal Housing
HOPE VI Main Street Grant Program
Housing-Related Hazards Capital Fund Program
Indian Housing Block Grant (IHBG) Program-Competitive Grants
Jobs Plus Initiative
Lead-Based Paint Capital Fund Program (LBPCF)
Lead Hazard Reduction Grant Program
Older Adults Home Modification Grant Program
Project Rental Assistance Program of Section 811 Supportive Housing for Persons with Disabilities
Resident Opportunity & Self-Sufficiency Program
Rural Capacity Building for Community Development and Affordable Housing Grants (RCB)
Section 202 Supportive Housing for the Elderly Program
Section 4 Capacity Building for Community Development and Affordable Housing Grants
Section 811 Supportive Housing for Persons with Disabilities (Capital Advance)
Self-Help Homeownership Opportunity Program
Veterans Housing Rehabilitation and Modification Pilot Program

HUD has 29 Different 
Unique Grants that have 

offered Opportunity 
Zone Benefits

Total of 50 Grants 
Offered to Date with 

Opportunity Zone 
Benefits with Estimated 

Total Program Funding of 
$2,081,832,234



OZ FEDERAL PROGRAM ALIGNMENT: HUD
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HUD PROGRAMS WITH OPPORTUNITY ZONE PREFERENCE
• CARES Act for Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants Notice
• CDBG-CV Program: Economic Development Quick Guide
• Distressed Cities Technical Assistance
• Guidance on Using Community Planning and Development Program (CPD) Funds in Opportunity Zones
• Guidance on Submitting Consolidated Plans and Annual Action Plans
• Incentives for FHA Mortgage Insurance for Properties Located in Opportunity Zones (Multifamily)
• Incentives for FHA Mortgage Insurance for Properties Located in Opportunity Zones (Residential Care / Nursing Homes)
• Manufactured Home Construction and Safety Standards
• Multifamily Accelerated Processing (MAP) Guide
• Multifamily Assisted & Section 8 Database
• Neighborhood Stabilization Program
• Office of Housing "New Pilot”
• OpportunityZones.gov Website
• Opportunity Zone Grant Certification Form
• Opportunity Zone Toolkit Volume 1
• Opportunity Zone Toolkit Volume 2
• Procurement Pilot
• Recovery Housing Program
• Rental Assistance Demonstration – Final Implementation, Revision 4
• Request for Information - Opportunity Zones
• Section 203(k) Limited Program
• Section 220 (Mortgage Insurance for Rental Housing

Others
• FAQ Document on Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) Rent Increases in Opportunity Zones



HUD CPD AND OPPORTUNITY ZONES

1. Guidance on Submitting Consolidated Plans and Annual Action Plans for Fiscal Year (FY) 2021: Expires 8/16/21

2. Guidance Using HUD’s Community Planning and Development Program (CPD) Funds in Opportunity Zones: 
Expires 6/23/21

3. Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Areas (NRSAs) in the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
Entitlement Program: Remains in effect until amended, suspended, or rescinded.

4. NRSA and Opportunity Zone Guidance / HUD Notice: CPD Docket No. FR-6170-N-01 / Posted on 9/12/19

5. Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area Webinar and Checklist for HUD Grantees on December 15, 2020 / 
Slides / Transcript: Includes overview of NRSA and Opportunity Zones Guidance

6. Leveraging Section 108 with OZ Financing HUD Webinar: Date and Time TBD

https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/2021-02cpdn.pdf
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/20-06cpdn.pdf
https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/16-16CPDN.PDF
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/09/12/2019-19708/notice-of-neighborhood-stabilization-program-changes-to-closeout-requirements-related-to-program
https://www.hudexchange.info/trainings/courses/nrsa-webinar-and-checklist-for-hud-grantees/
https://files.hudexchange.info/course-content/nrsa-webinar-and-checklist-for-hud-grantees/NRSA-Webinar-and-Checklist-for-HUD-Grantees-Slides.pdf
https://files.hudexchange.info/course-content/nrsa-webinar-and-checklist-for-hud-grantees/NRSA-Webinar-and-Checklist-for-HUD-Grantees-Transcript.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/news/section-108-loan-guarantee-program-webinar-series/
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“The route will travel 
through six federally 
recognized 
Opportunity Zones, 
which are located in 
low-income census 
tracts and provide tax 
incentives for 
businesses to invest 
there.”
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“Assessment 
activities will focus on 
the city’s 
Neighborhood 
Revitalization 
Strategy Area, which 
is partially located in 
a Qualified 
Opportunity Zone.”
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SUMMARY – PREPARING FOR POTENTIAL INVESTMENTS



COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT / COMMUNITY WEALTH BUILDING
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (OLD SYSTEM) COMMUNITY WEALTH (NEW SYSTEM)

Chases one-size-fits-all programs and dollars from 
Washington and Wall Street

Uncovers the community’s own competitive assets and 
grows them

Lacks focus on neighborhood economies, failing to 
counteract the hollowing-out of commercial corridors

Enhances local business demand and prevents the parasitic 
economy

Builds low-income housing in disadvantaged communities, 
creating affordable rental units

Strengthens neighborhood nodes into mixed-income areas, 
creating enough wealth for people to own their homes and 

companies

Promotes home-ownership as primary policy incentive Expands networks for entrepreneurs to combat systemic 
racism and disinvestment

Follows a two-pocket capital apparatus largely financed by a 
mix of debt and subsidy

Creates access to one-pocket capital with a blended capital 
stack

Lacks ability to swiftly identify and dispose of public and 
non-profit owned land

Integrates civic assets into a framework that will create 
wealth for its citizens

Undercapitalizes compartmentalized, small-scale public and 
civic organizations and nonprofits

Supports holistic, next-generation public, private, and civic 
institutions, that are largely local

“Towards A New System of Community Wealth” / Nowak Metro Finance Lab, BluePrintLocal, Accelerator for America



OPPORTUNITY ZONES: ARTICLES AND RESEARCH
Equity advocates, investors, developers, city and state officials, philanthropy, and 
federal officials should take a proactive approach to guide Opportunity Zone 
investments toward these outcomes: 

1. Equitable Growth: Opportunity Zones should leverage tax incentives to create 
good jobs, increase economic security and mobility, and eliminate the racial 
wealth gap. Projects in the zones should result in jobs that provide wages that 
support a dignified standard of living, full benefits and workers rights, and safe 
and healthy working conditions. Developers and investors of color should have 
access to contracting opportunities in the zones. 

2. Development Without Displacement: In addition to bringing economic 
opportunity and vitality to disinvested communities, development in 
Opportunity Zones should foster greater housing affordability and security for 
families most at risk of displacement, including low-income households and 
households of color. 

3. Healthy Communities of Opportunity: Investments should drive equitable 
growth and prosperity for current low-income residents and communities of 
color within the zones. Projects should increase services available to 
vulnerable populations such as affordable transportation options, health-care 
facilities, healthy food retail, and quality education services.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES: ARTICLES AND RESEARCH

The framework document offers five guiding principles:

1. Community Engagement: Opportunity Fund investors should request that fund 
managers integrate the needs of local communities into the formation and 
implementation of the funds, reaching low-income and underinvested 
communities with attention to diversity.

2. Equity: Opportunity Fund investments should seek to generate equitable 
community benefits, leverage other incentives and aim for responsible exits.

3. Transparency: Opportunity Fund investors should be transparent and hold 
themselves accountable, with processes and practices that remain fair and 
clear.

4. Measurement: Opportunity Fund investors should voluntarily monitor, 
measure and track progress against specific impact objectives, identifying key 
outcome measures and allowing for continuous improvement.

5. Outcomes: Opportunity Fund metrics should track real change, with an 
understanding that both quantitative and qualitative measures are valuable 
indicators of progress.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c5484d70b77bd4a9a0e8c34/t/5c61f96ca4222f25386e275a/1549924718674/Opportunity+Zones+Reporting+Framework+-+February+2019.pdf
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Opportunity Now: 
Opportunity Zone 

Las Vegas Event 
White House, 

SBA, EDA & HUD
2020

Panelist/Speaker

March 2021

Nevada Governor’s 
Office of Economic 

Development

Culinary Academy of 
Las Vegas

Vice President 
Kamala Harris Visit
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Opportunity Now: 
Opportunity Zone 

Las Vegas Event 
White House, 

SBA, EDA & HUD
2020

Panelist/Speaker

March 2021

Nevada Governor’s 
Office of Economic 

Development

Culinary Academy of 
Las Vegas

Vice President 
Kamala Harris Visit

• Our investment will fortify CALV's ™ future of work reskilling and retraining agenda to support a tech-enabled worker through an 
experimental and forward-thinking approach to hospitality training and workforce development.

• Our investment will train dynamic workers with the knowledge and ability to pivot into any industry using integral and invaluable 
employability skillsets.

• Our investment will provide a realistic training environment that mirrors the rigorous demand of housekeeping jobs, reducing turnover 
and improving the safety, long-term health, and wellbeing of the worker.

• Our investment will provide an elevated, more complex classroom to support individualized student learning and meet training 
demands of a constantly evolving and highly competitive industry.

• Our investment will provide a state-of-the-art classroom space to support individualized student learning to better prepare workers for 
a la carte service and become day-one ready.

• Our investment will provide additional kitchen space to expand our service throughout the community provide employment solutions
for similar at-risk populations through an open hiring model.

• Our investment will establish a permanent and sustainable community food assistance program that addresses food insecurity within 
the population we serve.
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HUD Community-
Centric 

Investments

Introduce SoLa
Impact to 

Opportunity 
Zones

Largest Landlord for 
HUD Section 8 

Voucher Holders in 
Los Angeles

Black Impact Fund

“The Beehive”



OPPORTUNITY ZONES TRANSACTIONS: RACIAL EQUITY



HUD DEPARTMENTAL OPPORTUNITY ZONE WEBINARS



HUD FPM OPPORTUNITY ZONES UPCOMING EVENTS

We invite you to attend HUD’s Office of Native American Programs 
Opportunity Zones Webinar Series on 

May 19, 2021 

The webinar discussed:

• Background of Opportunity Zones in Tribal communities
• Tribal developments in Opportunity Zones
• Beneficiaries of developments in Opportunity Zones
• Funding mechanisms that complement a Qualified Opportunity Fund
• Parameters and key steps to maximizing funding resources

The recording of Webinar 1 can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCqO9Bmb-_w

The recording for Webinar 2 will be posted soon.

A third Webinar in the series will be forthcoming. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCqO9Bmb-_w


HUD FPM OPPORTUNITY ZONES UPCOMING EVENTS

HUD OPPORTUNITY ZONES ROUNDTABLES

Region IV Opportunity Zone Roundtable: 
May 4 and May 6, 2021

Regions V and VII “MidWest” Opportunity Zone Roundtable: 
June 8 and June 10, 2021

Regions IX and X “West Coast” Opportunity Zone Roundtable: 
June 15 and June 17, 2021

Led by HUD’s Office of Community Planning and Development 
(CPD) with Enterprise Community Partners for grantees along 
with HUD’s Office of Field Policy and Management (FPM)
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Neighborhood-Level Investment from the U.S. 
Opportunity Zones Program: Early Evidence

Patrick Kennedy and Harrison Wheeler present findings from the digital tax 
filings of Opportunity Funds, the class of investment vehicles through which all 
investments into OZs must flow in order to receive the tax benefit. The study 
marks the first public look into official data on which Opportunity Zones have 
actually received investment, and how much. The researchers were able to 
obtain this sought-after information through one’s affiliation with the Joint 
Committee on Taxation in Congress (the IRS has not yet made any OZ 
information public). Their sample is limited to the approximately 75 percent of 
filings that were made digitally; the other one-quarter of the market from 
paper filings is not captured in their dataset.

• Nearly 2,800 Opportunity Funds were created, which together made $18.9 
billion worth of investments.

• Those funds made approximately 2,500 investments into OZs across the 
country.

• At least 1,362 designated census tracts received at least some OZ 
investment, accounting for 16 percent of all OZ tracts.

• Their figures imply that most if not all major commuting zones and it 
seems every state saw OZ investment activity in the first year.

• OZs closer to downtowns and experiencing faster population growth and 
with higher educational attainment were more likely to see investment.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES: RECENT ARTICLES AND RESEARCH
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• Almost all of the activity captured in this study occurred prior to the 
issuance of final regulations by the IRS, which came in December 2019. 
⇒ As a result, many of the basic rules of the road and technical details 

required to utilize the new incentive were not yet in place, which limited 
the scale and scope of uptake from investors.

⇒ The lack of regulatory certainty was particularly challenging for investors in 
operating businesses (as opposed to real estate projects, where most early 
investment was concentrated).

• Novogradac & Company, show OZ Investment activity taking off rapidly 
in 2020. 
⇒ Kennedy and Wheeler found that Opportunity Funds invested roughly four 

times as many dollars as fund managers reported raising in Novogradac’s 
survey in 2019. 

⇒ If one takes the 2020 trendline from Novogradac’s data and applies it to 
Kennedy and Wheeler’s figures, then OZs could have plausibly marshalled 
at least $66.5 billion in equity by the end of 2020—which, again, does not 
count investments reflected in paper filings with the IRS.

⇒ Even if the map expanded half as quickly as the accounts did, by the end of 
2020 comfortably more than one-third of the country’s Opportunity Zones 
would have received an OZ investment—with six years remaining until the 
window for new investments closes at the end of 2026.

• All these figures compare favorably to the New Markets Tax 
Credit (NMTC) program, one of the federal government’s most 
significant community development initiatives.
⇒ NMTC allocated $3.6 billion in 2019, which reached projects and 

businesses in approximately 400 census tracts. 
⇒ In the same year it appears that OZs reached three-times as many 

tracts off of a federal subsidy that may end up in the same range 
(the comparable cost to taxpayers from OZs will only be a fraction 
of the $18.9 billion raised by Opportunity Funds; OZs’ costs are 
determined by forgone taxes on that sum and its future earnings).

• It is not surprising that OZ investors would gravitate toward 
eligible tracts showing signs of improvement. Furthermore, 
many governors, aligned with mayors, deliberately chose to use 
OZ designation to reinforce other investments and cement 
turnarounds in their priority neighborhoods.
⇒ What this means in practice in many metropolitan areas is that OZ 

investments are driving in-fill development near central cities. 
⇒ Based on our continuous monitoring of news clips, it seems that 

the clear majority of OZ projects have repurposed abandoned 
structures or taken root on vacant parcels, parking lots, or old 
brownfield sites, given the original use and substantial 
improvement requirements for OZ investing.

Assessing the Scale and Reach of Opportunity Zones First Year / Economic Innovation Group
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• There is a growing body of anecdotal evidence that encourages us to 
believe that the map is indeed expanding. 
⇒ We see this in the Ohio data, where at least 28 tracts received investments 

in 2019 compared to 50 in 2020 and 46 already in 2021, 
⇒ We saw it in the research we did for the development of an Opportunity 

Zones economic development playbook for the state of Indiana (see 
graphic). 

• In sum, Kennedy and Wheeler’s paper offers an important initial look 
at the reach of the Opportunity Zones policy in its first and formative 
year. 
⇒ While skeptics may point to the relatively small share of OZs that received 

investment in 2019 as cause for concern, there is good reason to believe 
that the reach, diversity, and economic impacts of OZ investment will only 
continue to increase in the coming years. 

⇒ As the policy matures and the nation begins to heal from the coronavirus 
pandemic, it is not a question of if, but by how much, the OZ map will 
expand. And indeed, we are already seeing significant increases in OZ-
motivated capital investment and geographic reach.

Assessing the Scale and Reach of Opportunity Zones First Year / Economic Innovation Group

https://eig.org/delivering-opportunity-indiana


OPPORTUNITY ZONES: FUNDS
Novogradac Data as of April 2021

• Investment in opportunity zones (OZs) by qualified 
opportunity funds (QOFs) tracked by Novogradac 
continues to grow, with an increase of more than $1 
billion in reported investment since the end of 2020.

• Qualified opportunity funds (QOFs) tracked by 
Novogradac show a reported equity raise of $16.34 
billion as of April 12, 2021. 

• That is $1.18 billion more than the $15.16 billion 
reported raised at the end of 2020. 

• This increase is a continuation of the activity that 
has grown from $790 million in May 2019.

• In addition, the number of QOFs tracked by 
Novogradac surpassed the 1,000 mark. 

• As of April 12, 2021, Novogradac was tracking 1,002 
QOFs, of which 708 have reported a dollar amount of 
equity raised.



OPPORTUNITY ZONES: FUNDS

Novogradac data as of December 31, 2020
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Novogradac data as of December 31, 2020
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OPPORTUNITY ZONES: EPA COMMUNITY PROSPECTUS

The purpose of a Community Prospectus is to share a compelling story about 
your community’s potential that attracts sustainable and equitable 
investment from all sectors to create thriving communities for all.



OZ INDUSTRY CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY

Shay Hawkins
President, Opportunity Funds Association

Testimony Before the Subcommittee on Environment and Climate Change of 
the Committee on Energy and Commerce: The Clean Future Act and 
Environmental Justice: Protecting Frontline Communities

“The most important step Congress can take to optimize sustainable growth in 
Opportunity Zones is to pass a bill adding reporting and transparency 
requirements to the policy.”

“Congress should codify coordination across federal agencies to optimize 
Opportunity Zones and support community development.”



OZ INDUSTRY CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY
Opportunity Zone Working Group
March 12, 2021 
Letter to White House & Treasury

Legislative Recommendations

• Reporting and Transparency Requirements
• Early Sunset of High-Income OZ Tracts
• Allowance of Fund-to-Fund Investment
• Extension of Deadline for OZ Benefits
• Interim Gains
• Federal Funding for States and Communities

Regulatory Recommendations

• Reporting Requirements
• Additional Flexibility for Affordable Housing
• Includible Gain Relief for LIHTC Investments
• New Markets Tax Credit Pairing Fixes
• Certification of QOF’s
• Pre-Existing Businesses
• Remove Taint of Nonqualifying Property
• OZ Preference for Federal Building Projects



OZ INDUSTRY CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY
Opportunity Zone Working Group
March 12, 2021 
Letter to White House & Treasury

Federal Funding for States and Communities

• States and local communities need additional resources to 
successfully develop and implement local OZ strategies that 
will benefit their residents and attract impactful levels of 
investment in local businesses.

• Community leaders have expressed the need for 
• Technical Assistance
• Pre-Development and Risk Mitigating Capital
• Dedicated personnel to coordinate OZ strategies, 

interface with local stakeholders, and conduct 
outreach to investors and project sponsors.

• Funding of states and local communities for these purposes 
would align with the goal of the “Build Back Better” plan to 
“advance racial equity, small business creation, and 
homeownership in low-income urban, rural, and tribal 
communities.”

Recommendations

• We recommend legislation that creates a 
federal fund, housed within the Department of 
the Treasury, the Community Development 
Financial Institutions Fund, or the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development, that 
distributes money to states for use towards 
implementing OZ strategies.

• Such legislation could include preconditions for 
states to receive funding and/or limitations on 
the proportion of the funds that can be used 
for administrative expenses, as well as criteria 
to ensure the funding goes to projects with a 
high impact.
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Erich Yost
Acting Brach Chief, Place-Based Initiatives
Supervisory Management Analyst – Opportunity Zones
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Office of Field Policy and Management
Phone: 213.534.2644
Email: erich.m.yost@hud.gov

PRESENTER
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Karl Schuettler
The Northspan Group, Inc.
Research Director & Consultant
kschuettler@northspan.org
www.northspan.org

Karl Schuettler manages the Northland 
Connection program, provides support 
services to local communities, and researches 
and analyzes economic trends. In the past 
year, Karl’s work has included numerous 
economic analyses, reports on business visit 
programs, and staffing support for several 
regional partnerships. He holds a bachelor's 
degree from Georgetown University and a 
master's degree in urban and regional 
planning from the University of Minnesota.

mailto:kschuettler@northspan.org
http://www.northspan.org/
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Gerardo Garcia
City of Chicago 
Department of Planning & 
Development 

Gerardo is an experienced Urbanist with a 
demonstrated history of working in city 
government. He has a diverse background in 
achieving the city’s economic development 
goals at the intersection of policy and urban 
design, while leading a wide-range of efforts 
from city-wide policy development to the 
management of large infrastructure projects. 
Skilled in working with community leaders, 
elected officials and diverse stakeholders to 
promote and implement successful projects.
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